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Abstract This paper is introducing a monitoring tool of networks Quality of Ser
vice (QoS). The aim of the tool is to carry out active measurements 
on IP networks. Its design is adapted to a QoS architecture that was 
presented in a previous work (Michaut and Lepage, 2002), but it can 
also be used separately for network management. The Unified Modeling 
Language is used to model it. 
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Introduction 

In a previous work (Michaut and Lepage, 2002), we have introduced 
a Quality of Service (QoS) architecture based on the Prayer architecture 
(Bharghavan and Gupta, 1997). It allows applications to adapt their 
execution to their operating environment. The adaptation to resourees 
fluetuations requires the measurement of the QoS. 

This paper presents a tool to monitor networks QoS. It is designed to 
be integrated in the QoS architeeture, but it can be used separately for 
network management purpose for example1. 

The paper is organized as folIows: Seetion one reminds the eonstraints 
the monitoring tool has to eomply with due to its integration in the 
QoS architecture. The design of the monitoring tool is then introdueed 
in section two. Section three describes the monitoring agent and the 
coordinator entities. Finally, we present our eonclusions and explain our 
future work. 
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1. Integration constraints 

This part lists the constraints the tool has to supply with due to its 
integration in the QoS architecture. For further explanations on these 
constraints, please see (Michaut and Lepage, 2002). 

Measurements ean be carried out actively and/or passively. Active 
measurements are usually performed while sending probe paekets to 
the receiver through the network. Passive measurements are made in 
observing the useful trafik. Due to the adaptation framework, aetive 
measurements have to be eompulsorily done. 

An other important point in monitoring is the frequency of the mea
surement proeess. This frequeney will be determined aeeording to the 
intrinsic frequency of the application and has then to be configurable. 

The architecture needs to know path charaeteristics in the two ways. 
Thus the monitoring component has to be able to perform measurements 
in both direetions of an end-to-end communication. 

Additionally, variations in resourees have to be deteeted by the end
system that initiates the QoS adaptation. It means that a monitoring 
component needs to request measurements of other monitoring compo
nents of other end-systems. 

The monitoring tool that we propose in this paper is dealing with two
way aetive network measurements. Measured parameters are the one
way delay, the round-trip time, the jitter, the loss rate and the available 
bandwidth. The tool is planned to work on IP networks using TCP 
or UDP transport protoeols. Frequeney of the measurement proeess is 
eonfigurable. Its design allows two tools (of two different end-systems) to 
eooperate and network passive measurement and end-system resourees 
measurement procedures to be added in the future. 

2. Monitoring tool design 

2.1. Overview 

When an end-system needs measurements to be made between itself 
and another one, a measurement procedure has to be set up by the two 
eoncerned monitoring tools. The monitoring tool is designed according 
to a dient-server architecture: The system requesting the measurement 
procedure is called the dient, the system answering the request is called 
the server. 

The proposed monitoring tool is only focusing on active measurements 
at that time. This technique requires a prob es sender and a probes 
receiver. By definition, the probes sender is called the dient sensor, the 
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prob es receiver is called the server sensor. The setup of a measurement 
procedure corresponds then to the setup of a sensors couple. 

Figure 1 illustrates the case in which the end-system A has requested 
the setup of a sensors couple of the end-system B (A is the dient, B is 
the server). In the first case (figure la), the delay from A to B has to 
be measured. The dient sensor (probes sender) is located on A and the 
server sensor (probes receiver) on B. In the second case (figure Ib), the 
delay from B to A has to be measured. Then, the dient sensor is located 
on Band the server sensor on A. Note that the dient/server concepts 
for sensors and end-systems are totally independent. Furthermore, the 
same procedure is used to measure the one-way delay in both direc
tions. Changing the direction of the measurement procedure is possible 
by inversing the sensors place. This remark is valid for every one-way 
parameters (jitter, loss, etc.). In addition, it is to be noted that an 
end-system can be dient and server simultaneously. This would be the 
case in the previous example if an end-system C had requested a sensors 
setup of A. 

End-.yll8fJIA End-t)STemS" Enc:kystamA: ErKf.IySI8IIlB: 
a ... Slrver Olim Se ..... , 

OeIaylromAloB 8 melS\ll'8mel1 8 ""'" SIIYI' 

Delly from e 1o A EJ meUlIl'lment 8 .. "" e,", 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Client and server end-systems, dient and server sensors 

2.2. Modeling 

The monitoring tool is modeled in an object-oriented approach us
ing the Unified Modeling Language (UML). The UML dasses relative 
to the sensors are shown on the figure 2: the monitoring tool imple
ments sensors to measure delay, jitter and loss (dasses DelayJitterLoss
Client and DelayJitterLossServer) , round-trip time (dasses RttClient 
and RttServer) and available bandwidth(dasses AvailableBwClient and 
AvailableBwServer). For example, the abstract dass Sensor defines the 
sensor identifier, the transport protocol which the probes have to use, 
etc. These parameters are common to all sensors. The dass PassiveSen
sor allows passive measurement sensors to be added in the future. The 
dasses ActiveAvailableBw, ActiveDelayJitterLoss and ActiveRtt indude 
all the attributes and operations which are common to the corresponding 
sensors couples. 
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For all sensors, probes sending and receiving process are started by 
calling clients and servers operations start. The operations sendMea
surements are used by sensors to send measurements back to their mon
itoring agent (see 3). The operations evaluateMonitoringTraffic calculate 
the throughput of the traffic that is generated to perform measurements. 

Sensor 

idSensor : string 
idApnt : Sirin, 
transportProtocol : 'lring 
idDistantSatsor: string 

JClScasorAdrcssO 
ptScnsorPortO 
jFlDistantScnsorAdressO 
getDistantSensorPortO 

fi. 
r l 

I AdlveS ..... or I I PtwiveSnuor I 
r;, 
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bll'Su: inlepr /probesPeriod: reol / [SizeReturnProbes : in.OiF/ 
probesPerBunl ; inteaer 

4 t; probcsSizo : intepr 
iterations:inteF 

fi. DeI.yJltterLos.ClIeDl Del.yJ1UerLossSerwr RltCUeDt RttSener 

AvaUaWeBwClle.1 A'WIII.WeB-Sener 
probesSizo : inlopr dclay:bool .... probesPcriod: reol 

startO 
startO jitter: boolean meesutemcntPeriod : mal 

IlopO los.: boolean probesSize: mieF SI"PO 

ItartO startO cvaluateMonitoringTraff)C() timcout : real startO 
SI"PO nzaswe() mmsurcmentPeriod: rcel ""PO 

scndMcasuremet1150 startO sendM casuremrnts() 
51opO ..... weDelayO evaluateM onitoringTraffic( 

mcasurelitter() 
mcasureLossO 
sendMeasurcmentsO 

SI"PO 

Figure 2. Sensors UML Class Diagram 

As an example, the delay, jitter and loss sensors are described in the 
following : The so-called 'one-way delay' is the time a packet takes to 
go from the source to the destination. To measure it, a probe packet 
is stamped with the current time and sent to the destination. At the 
destination, the probe timestamp and the destination dock are read out. 
The delay is then equal to the difference between the two values.Jitter 
is the variation of the delay and is usually computed as the delay dif
ference between two consecutive probe packets2 . The loss rate is equal 
to the number of non-received packets divided by the total number of 
sent packets. Metrics of these parameters are proposed respectively in 
(Almes et al. , 1999a), (Demichelis and Chimento, 2000) and (Almes 
et al., 1999b). 
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These three parameters are measured by setting up a dient sensor 
which sends periodically probes to a server sensor according to the 
attribute probesPeriod. The prob es size is indicated by the attribute 
probesSize. Probes contain their departure timestamp and a sequence 
number that allow the server sensor to determine the delay and the 10ss3. 
The booleans attributes delay, jitter and loss inform the server of the pa
rameter(s) it has to measure.Measurements are calculated periodically 
by the server sensor according to the attribute measurementPeriod. 

3. Monitoring agent and coordinator concepts 

Several applications can run on an end-system. Each of them can 
request different measurements of the monitoring tool between the end
system and other end-systems. Entities are then required to organize 
sensors functioning (ie. to initiate sensors set up, to specify attributes 
values, to present measurements to the architecture, etc.) 

These needed entities are the monitoring agents. Each application 
is combined with one monitoring agent. A monitoring agent can manage 
several sensors couples. 

----., probes 

-----.... measurement results 

Figure 3. Measurements flows 

An other entity called the coordinator is present on each end-system. 
It enables the sensors and the agents that are on its end-system to work 
with the sensors and the agents that are on an other end-system. The 
coordinator has to set up or remove sensors couples at the request of 
a monitoring agent, in collaboration with the coordinator of the target 
end-system. 

The communication between two coordinators is performed through 
a channel called the control channel. Messages are for example 'START 
SENSOR', 'STOP SENSOR', 'SENSOR CREATED', etc. When a sen-
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sor has to send its measurements to its agent for example (see figure 3), 
it sends the message to its coordinator. The coordinator determines the 
location of the target agent and forwards the message accordingly4. The 
procedure is similar when an agent has to send a message to a sensor. 

4. Conclusions and future work 

The purpose of this paper was to present a network monitoring tool. 
This tool is modeled to allow its integration in our QoS architecture, 
but it can be used in aseparate way to carry out measurements on 
networks. Measurements are performed actively.The tool is designed ac
cording to a dient/server architecture. We used UML to model it and 
we are currently developing it. For execution performances and to ex
ploit the interest of object-oriented modeling techniques, we use C/C++ 
programming language. Next we will have to evaluate the performances 
of the tool and refine the measurement techniques consequently. 
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Notes 

1. Network monitoring is more generally a very actual research theme (Owezarski, 2001). 

2. Jitter can also be defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum delay 
or the average deviation of the delay. 

3. Knowing the sending period and the sequence numbers of previous probes, the server 
sensor can determine the highest sequence number he should have received at time t. 

4. If the target agent is on the local system, the coordinator forwards the message to it 
directly. If the target agent is on a remote system, the coordinator sends the message to the 
coordinator of the concerned system. 
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